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WORD OF THE DAY

dunnage
padding in a shipping container ...

more »

MOST POPULAR

The most frequently looked up words:

Past 24 hours

1.   fidelity

2.   et al

3.   serendipity

4.   culture

5.   misogyny

6.   vet

7.   communication

8.   fascism

9.   altruism

10.  pivot

Past 7 Days

1.   sarcasm

2.   serendipity

3.   et al

4.   mature

5.   culture

6.   fascism

7.   heptathlon

8.   communication

9.   comradery

10.  love

View all »

RECENT ADDITIONS

microfracture (noun)

An arthroscopic surgical procedure for the…

fire–breathing (adjective)

Intimidatingly or violently aggressive in…

J (noun)

basketball, informal A jump shot…

Kawasaki disease (noun)

An acute febrile disease of unknown cause…

calcipotriene (noun)

A drug C27H40O3 that is a synthetic analog of…

[+] more

2,000 New Words & Senses Added 
to Merriam-Webster Unabridged
Merriam-Webster Unabridged just got bigger. We’ve added more than 1,400  
new terms and phrases, and more than 700 new senses of existing terms.  
We’ve also revised, updated, and enhanced hundreds of  [...]   more »

The Editors

A Thing About Words: The Blog

Reference: Search Type:

Main Entry

For more options, use Advanced Search.

Search the Unabridged Dictionary

Quizzes

How Strong is Your Vocab?
Take a 10-question quiz to find out.
Take the Quiz »

Name That Thing
Take our visual vocabulary quiz.
Test Your Knowledge »

True or False?
A quick quiz about stuff worth knowing.
Take It Now »

Top 10 Lists

A Handy Guide to Ruffians,  
Rapscallions, Cads & More
22 Charming Words for Nasty People

Recent Videos

12 Words That Secretly Come 
from Body Parts
Anatomy As Etymology

“Is None Singular  
or Plural?”
Or both? Or neither?

“How to Read a 
French Menu”
How to amuse-bouche  
without begging pardon  
for your French

“Bring vs. Take”
Both words imply motion,  
but the difference may be  
all in your head
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The Blog
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Style Guide

Videos

Quizzes
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Quizzes  
& Games
Test your  

vocabulary,  
general  

knowledge,  
and 

visual skills.  
Compare 

your scores  
with the  
scores of  
others.

“Ask the Editor” 
Videos

Merriam-Webster 
editors answer 

commonly 
asked grammar 

questions & 
comment on 

interesting 
language  

topics.

Advanced  
Search  

Options
Enhance and  
broaden your 
search results  
by main entry,  

definition,  
function,

etymology,  
date, and  

more.

Blog
Observations  
about words  
and language  

from  
Merriam-Webster 

editors, and  
news about  

the site.

RECENTLY UPDATED ENTRIES:

Law & Government—community policing,  
commish, cold case, town hall

Science & Technology—cognitive map,  
collapsar, waggle dance, giclée, peer-to-peer 

Society—commitment ceremony, life hack,  
meet-cute, tell, couch surf   

Briticisms—mouth, Mx., naff 

Business & Economics—microloan, farm share, Bitcoin,  
microlending, co-brand 

Internet Culture—nomophobia, ICYMI, sext, trigger warning

Health & Medicine—compassion fatigue, euthymia,  
cerebral hemorrhage, induction chemotherapy

Word  
of the Day
Learn a new  
word each  

day, complete  
with example  

sentences,  
word histories,  

and audio  
pronunciations.

Recent
Additions

Displays a list
of recently
updated  
content.

Most Popular
A running list  
of the most 

popular words 
looked up 

on a daily and  
weekly basis.

Top 10 Lists
An entertaining 
way to broaden
vocabulary and 

discover the  
origin of words.



MOST POPULAR

The most frequently looked up words in the past 7 days:

Literature

1.   literature

2.   tenor

3.   deus ex machina

4.   epitome

5.   didactic

6.   epic

7.   Kafkaesque

8.   prosaic

9.   ambiguous

10.  context

Entire Site

1.   physical education

2.   comradery

3.   biweekly

4.   communication

5.   culture

6.   literature

7.   pharaoh

8.   provident

9.   ethic

10.  pacemaker

View all »

RECENT SEARCHES

literature (noun)

1 ENTRY FOUND:                                                                                                                                                                                              PREV     NEXT

Integrity

in•teg•ri•ty
plural  in•teg•ri•ties

noun  

Integrity (noun)

1 :  firm adherence to a code of especially moral or artistic values :  utter sincerity, honesty,  
and candor :  INCORRUPTIBILITY

<personal/intellectual/academic/artistic integrity>

<a person of integrity>

< … the nation’s most visible prosecutors—whose integrity is crucial to public trust—are being 
accused of flagrant bending to political will and patronage. — Jeremy Kutner, Christian Science 
Monitor, 2 Jan. 2014>

< … as boys they had read Sir Walter Scott and imbibed from his dauntless heroes their definitions 
of honor. They had fought duels to prove their integrity … — James A. Michener, Texas, 1985>

<Others worried about the editorial integrity of a book sponsored by advertising. — John Taylor, 
New York Times Book Review, 14 Jan. 1990>

2 :  an unimpaired or unmarred condition :  entire correspondence with an original condition :  
SOUNDNESS

<structural/architectural integrity>

<territorial integrity>

<Frisbie, who had experienced a minor accident the previous day, doubted the integrity of  
his Curtiss biplane … — Diane Tedeschi, Air & Space Smithsonian, August/September 1988>

< … maintaining the integrity of the blood-brain barrier … — Patrick Kwan et al., New England 
Journal of Medicine, 8 Sept. 2011>  

3 :  the quality or state of being complete or undivided :  material, spiritual, or aesthetic wholeness :  
ENTIRENESS, COMPLETENESS

<To the eye it is fair enough, here; but seen in its integrity, under the sky, and by the daylight, it is a 
crumbling tower of waste … — Charles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities, 1859>

<She sought consciously in “Greenleaf” to draw the old patterns of suggestion into the service of 
her Christian vision, but they are peculiarly retentive of their integrity … — Louise Westling, Sacred 
Groves and Ravaged Gardens, 1985>
 

Middle English integrite, from Middle French & Latin; Middle French integrité, from Latin integritat-, 
integritas, from integr-, integer untouched, entire + -itat-, -itas -ity

First Known Use: 14th century (sense 1)

Synonyms: character, decency, goodness, honesty, morality, probity, rectitude, righteousness, rightness, 

uprightness, virtue, virtuousness

Antonyms: badness, evil, evildoing, immorality, iniquity, sin, villainy, wickedness

[+] more

Pronunciation Symbols

integrity (noun)

prosaic (adjective)

didactic1 (adjective)

physical education (noun)

[+] more

Origin of INTEGRITY

Related to INTEGRITY

TOP 10 LISTS

Top 10 Words for Unusual  
Colors Worth Looking At

Painting, Flowers, Fleas & More

VIDEOS

“Lay vs. Lie”

Tripping up English Speakers for 
700 years.

WORD OF THE DAY

JUNE 12, 2015

jeopardy
1 : exposure to death, loss, or injury : danger
2 : the danger that an accused person is subjected to 
when on trial for a criminal offense  ...  more »
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David Foster Wallace 
Ken Auletta
George Will
Michael Pollan
William Safire

Barbara Kingsolver
Natalie Angier
Nora Ephron
Sebastian Junger
Anna Quindlen

WRITERS QUOTED INCLUDE:

Doris Lessing 
J.K. Rowling
Christopher Hitchens
Aaron Sorkin
Maya Angelou

Terry McMillan
Cormac McCarthy
John le Carré
Garrison Keillor 
Sarah Vowell

Access
Other references:

Collegiate®  
Dictionary, and  

Thesaurus, Concise 
Encyclopedia,

Medical Dictionary,
Spanish-English

and French-English
Dictionaries,
and more.

Quotations
Examples of 
words used  
in context 
by skilled  
writers.

Word History
Etymologies  
trace words  

from their earliest  
occurrence in  

English and  
describe any  
transmission  
from other 
languages. 

Dates
Included for  

many frequently 
looked up  

words. 

Popularity 
Meter

Indicates the 
popularity of  
a word based 
on lookups
from our
website.

Utility Tools
Print, cite,  
or e-mail.

Advanced
Search

Including 
exclusive access

to recently
collected  
citations  
from the

Merriam-Webster  
citation files.

Audio 
Pronunciations

Added with
each future site

update.

Related Words
Synonyms, 

antonyms, and 
related words.

Recent  
Searches

A list of words 
that have been
recently looked
up by you and

other users.

Most Popular
A running list  
of the most 

popular words 
looked up 
within the  

category of the 
current search
and the entire

website.

Pronunciation
Symbols

Assist users to  
pronounce words 

and provides 
audio examples.



The best source of current information about the English language

THE FEATURES USERS ASK FOR

“ Merriam-Webster Unabridged is effortless to use and offers so much more than just meanings of words.  
It’s great to see the etymology of the word and its usage in context, not to mention the ease of searching  
itself. My patrons in the library love it!”  
 —Librarian, North Carolina Museum of Art

“ This new rendition of the Merriam-Webster Unabridged (MWU) online combines a workmanlike interface  
with a delightfully seductive design that will reel word lovers (like me) in at first glance.”  
 —Library Journal

“ Merriam Webster’s Unabridged is an essential tool of the Tulane Law School Publications Department.  
Having an up-to-date dictionary available online to ensure consistent spelling and usage is indispensable  
in producing quality scholarship.”  
 —Manager, Publications, Tulane Law School

“You will be taken to a place of words that offers so much more than definitions.”  
 —Library Director, Rowan County Public Library
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